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Sauvignon Blanc
HPF KAALVOETMEISIE - R195

GROOT CONSTANTIA - R 180

European minerality with nuances of fresh fynbos, spice and
green apple.

Ripe summer fruit on the nose giving richness to the palate,
beautifully balanced by a crisp, fresh acidity.

DU TOITS KLOOF CRISP WHITE - R 105

HARTENBERG - R 195

Complex range of flavours with gooseberry, pear, litchi and a
hint of asparagus on the nose. Smooth with lingering, crisp
finish.

Aromas of gooseberry, ripe fig, asparagus and crushed
nettles. The palate has an opulent feel on entry, offset by a
flavoursome, clean structure.

ZONNEBLOEM - R145

ALVIS DRIFT - R 165

Fresh and grassy tropical fruit flavours with expressive green
fig flavours which follow on the palate.

Light and fruity with aromas of granadilla and asparagus.
Full body with a fresh zingy finish.

LEOPARDS LEAP - R130

TOKARA - R 180

Fresh, crisp, apple and lime flavours that lead to a zesty
aftertaste. Aromas of passion fruit with undertones of
gooseberry and fresh cut apple.

An abundance of green melon, green apples, subtle
lemongrass and granadilla on the nose. Concentrated
flavours and crisp with a slight oyster shell salinity.

MOOIPLAAS - R230

DEETLEFS - R 170

Hints of tropical fruit, melon and gooseberry, with underlying
tones of pineapple and passion fruit. Good palate with
layered minerality.

Fruity palate dominated by tropical fruit and citrus, but with a
nice lingering aftertaste of green pepper and minerality.

NEDERBURG AIRHWAK - R 295

This wine’s concentrated tropical fruit is offset by lovely
herbaceous flavours and a fresh, crisp acidity that ends with a
lingering finish.

A layered bouquet opens to a crisp, zesty palate with a
creamy texture.

NEDERBURG 2016 - R 180

Chenin Blanc
NEDERBURG ANCHORMAN - R 295

SLANGHOEK - R130 (R40 PER GLASS)		

A lively, rich and layered wine full of character and a touch of
sweetness.

Typical ripe pear and peach flavours on the nose, with a crisp
and refreshing palate.

ALVI’S DRIFT - R 165

FLEUR DE CAP NATURAL - R 150

Primary fruit flavours of passion fruit and ripe guavas with a
wonderful mouth feel and texture.

Light. Fresh on the palate, with a hint of sweetness and fruit
medley.

REMHOOGTE FIRST LIGHT - R 215

OLDENBURG 2018 - R 295

A clean nose loaded with melon, passion fruit and citrus.
Zesty with a creamy acidity and notes of ginger that follow on
palate.

Aromas of yellow apples, fresh pineapple, honeysuckle and a
touch of cinnamon. Ripe peaches, apricots and oak flavour
on the palate.
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Chardonnay
DIEMERSDAL UNWOODED - R 155

BIZOE - R 320

A balance of spicy aromas and fresh fruit flavours, with
aromas of apple and sweet melon.

Nutty flavours with layers of tropical fruit and citrus.

GROOT CONSTANTIA - R 520

Full bodied with ripe orange peel, almonds and muesli on the
nose. The use of oak enhances the flavour, with good acidity.

Lemon, toasted almonds, and hints of vanilla and orange
blossom on the nose. Complex palate with citrus and
caramel flavours.

MEERLUST - R 425
Appealing nose includes fruity and floral tones, cream,
marzipan, and oatmeal. Citrus flavours are retained on the
palate with a balanced and crisp acidity.

RHEBOKSKLOOF - R 225 (R60 PER GLASS)

LOURENSFORD, THE RIVER GARDEN - R 250
Dried peach and pineapple flavours with hints of melon and
orange blossom on the nose. Vibrant fresh fruit on the palate
with a zesty, crisp finish.

LEOPARDS LEAP - R 130

SLANGHOEK - R 120 (R 40 PER GLASS)

The palate reveals flavours of ripe melon and lemon zest, with
biscuit nuances that leave a lingering after-taste.

Delicate oak notes followed by prominent citrus fruit on
palate. Full-bodied with complex fruity finish.

LA MOTTE - R 235

TOKARA WHITE - R 195
Vibrant palate with fresh pineapple, grapefruit and lime zest
notes. A creamy rounded texture, yet finishes dry with a
lingering aftertaste of toasted almonds.

HARTENBERG - R 230

Juicy and polished, medium-full, with lots of citrus and juicy
peach on the palate. Lemon and nectarine on the nose with
hints of cashew nut.

NEDERBURG THE WINEMASTERS - R 180
An abundance of dense lemon and citrus flavours with hints
of sweet melon and subtle vanilla oak notes.

A bouquet of white pear, tropical fruits, vanilla and roasted
almonds married to a rich, melded palate with a long, creamy
finish and fresh acidity.

VERGELEGEN 2015 - R 340

Riesling

Gewurztraminer

HARTENBERG - R230

NEDERBURG THE BEAUTIFUL LADY - R300

Chalky, flint and minerally notes with an inherent fruit
“sweetness”. Dry, with an appealing sweet/sour character.

Floral tones with a suggested sweetness, enlivened by good
acidity. It closes on a lovely, lingering finish.

A complex nose of citrus, peach, tropical fruit and mineral
tones. The palate is long and full with delicate wooding.
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White Blend

Dessert Wines

HAUTE CABRIERE PINOT NOIR - R185

RIETVALLEI RED MUSCADEL - R 175

An elegant dry rosé with aromas of strawberries and rose
petals.

A floral, Muscat bouquet comes through on the nose with
typical raisiny sweetness and an intense, rich flavour.

BEYERSKLOOF CHENIN PINOTAGE
- R155

BON COURAGE RED MUSCADEL - R 225

Good primary fruits with hints of mineral, citrus and tropical
fruits. Refreshingly dry and perfectly balanced with a long
lingering finish.

Floral notes on the nose with expressive Muscat and raisin.
Sweet and rich.

DE KRANS CAPE PINK - R 175

ZONNEBLOEM BLANC DE BLANC - R120

Smooth, elegant taste. Cherries and plums and a hint of
candyfloss.

Refreshing, crisp acidity with plenty of tropical fruit flavours
such as guava and sweet melon that linger on the aftertaste.

DE KRANS ESPRESSO - R 125

LEOPARDS LEAP LOOKOUT - R125
A prominent taste of sweet red fruit and sherbet, the perfect
combination of freshness and acidity.

Pinot Noir
THE VALLEY 2018 - R310
Rich fruit on the nose with some perfume and orange peel.
Vibrant and full of energy.

Full on the palate with alluring red fruits, dried prunes and
cocoa. Well balanced tannins ending with lovely roasted
coffee bean flavours.

ALLESVERLOREN PORT - 2010 VINTAGE
R 225
Praline and orange peel on the palate, with well-balanced
acidity and alcohol. Finishes with lingering spicy fruit and a
hint of dark chocolate.

Rose

HAUTE CABRIERE 2019 - R 195
Red berry aromas on the nose, with pronounced flavours of
cranberry and ripe cherry on the palate.

HPF BLOOS - R 175

OAK VALLEY - SOUND OF SILENCE 2018
- R 318

THEUNISKRAAL - R 120

The nose reveals cherries, rose petal, and cinnamon.
Cranberry, ripe cherry, and savoury notes on the palate.

SIR ROBERT CUTTERS COVE - R 215
Earthy, peppery and Strawberry nose, beautiful colour,
raspberry and candy floss aftertaste, well blended.

OLDENBURG GRENACHE NOIR 2017 - R490
Ripe plum perfumes, with bright fruit that endures to the
finish to create and persistent aftertaste.

An abundance of fresh fruit, finesse and layered complexity

Fresh and crisp on the palate with a complexity of fruit
flavours and a lingering aftertaste.
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Pinotage
DURBANVILLE HILLS 2018 - R 290

BEYERSKLOOF DIESEL - R 1 490

A sweet and dark sensation on the palate with hints of red
cherries and plums. Lingering flavours of sweet wood spice.

Intense dark flavours with great depth and balance. Pleasant
chocolate/cedar aromas from the oak on the finish.

SLANGHOEK - R 150 (R45 PER GLASS)

ZONNEBLOEM PINOTAGE
- R 180 (R55 PER GLASS)

Delicate spices on the nose with forthcoming black cherry
and ripe strawberry flavours on the palate. Well-rounded,
fruity aftertaste.

Chocolate and red berries culminate in an exciting palate.
Elegant, rich in fruit, and a hint of spice.

KANONKOP KADETTE - R 205

DE WAAL CT DE WAAL - R 680

Autumnal, juicy dark fruit is complemented by an enticing
savoury character with just a hint of underlying sweetness.

This wine shows prune and blackcurrant flavours and a hint
of violets with a round, velvety, lingering finish.

BEYERSKLOOF 2019 - R 175
A well balanced, medium-bodied wine with strong red berry
and plum flavours.

Cabernet Sauvignon
ALVI’S DRIFT - R 160 (R50 PER GLASS)

SLANGHOEK - R 150

Hints of vanilla, chocolate, and Christmas cake on the nose.
The palate is medium-bodied with a firm yet soft finish.

Full-bodied with nutty, earthy characteristics on nose and
prominent blackberry (cassis) flavour on palate.

TOKARA - R 200

LEOPARDS LEAP - R 150 (R45 PER
GLASS)

Red currant, cassis, and berries on the nose with underlying
notes of cocoa, fresh herbs and tobacco spice. The palate is
packed with sweet berry fruit, dark chocolate and tobacco.

RIETVALLEI 2016 - R 220
Red and black flavours on the nose with hints of coffee. Black
currant and dark chocolate follow on the palate, ending with
a noticeable toastiness.

NEIL ELLIS 2017 - R 330
Black berry and cedary aromas, with a tight ad fresh palate
followed by fine, dense tannins.

Dark fruit aromas follow through onto a supple palate with
delicate oak flavours, ensuring fullness, firm tannins and a
lingering finish.

KANONKOP 2014 - R 680
Aromas of cassis, and cedar wood followed by a palate with
characters of pencil shavings, red cherry and some savoury
spice.
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Shiraz
RHEBOKSKLOOF 2013 - R 260

ALTO - R 435

A melange of red berry aromas with spice and pepper on the
nose. The palate shows juicy fruit intertwined with subtle oak
flavours.

Medium to full-bodied with a good balance between finesse
and structure. Red fruit and spices.

HPF SKOONMA - R 275

Round and full mouth-feel showing mulberry, sweet spice
and pepper with a silky texture and velvet character.

A Shiraz showing sweet spice and black olive. Elegant
structure and persistent finish.

DE GRENDEL - R 320
Peppery spices, cassis and fruit cake merges with Karoo
shrub notes and violet on the nose. The palate expresses red
fruit, soft tannins, and a savoury, luscious finish.

INKARA 2015 - R 420

ZONNEBLOEM 2017 - R 180
Dark and spicy. First impressions are of peppery aromas,
which lead to a complex palate of dark plums and rich
berries, complemented by oak spices.

TOKARA SYRAH - R 495

DIEMERSDAL 2017 - R 220 (R65 PER
GLASS)

Berry fruits, spice, and cedar wood lead on the nose with
underlying hints of fresh herbs and red currant. The aromas
are mirrored by the flavours on the palate.

Overtones of pepper, pomegranate, cigar box, cloves and
spice on the nose. On the palate there is vibrant red fruit,
blackcurrant and dark chocolate flavours.

MIDDELVLEI 2017 - R 350

BIZOE 2015 - R 340

The pepper, plum and liquorice aromas mingled with
hints of violets, vanilla and cherries, playfully enchant the
palate.

Delicate fruit flavour of sweet cherry and spicy pepper with
hint of fynbos aromas on the nose.

ALVI’S DRIFT 2018 - R 160

Plums, black cherry and tobacco on the nose with a palate
that lingers on the taste with the richness of the fruit and the
subtlety of chocolate, mocha and liquorice.

White pepper and red berries with a hint of vanilla chocolate
on the nose. The flavours are well integrated with nutty oak
characters.

SLANGHOEK - R 150 (R45 PER GLASS)

ZANDVLIET CAPE VINTAGE 2011 - R 205

OLDENBURG SYRAH 2015 - R 440

Full-bodied with delicate pepper and spicy notes, and
forthcoming blackberry and plum flavours on palate.

Brambles as well as hints of rosemary and white pepper
make for a stunning bouquet. Finely structured tannins and
acidity lead to a spicy finish.

ALLESVERLOREN 2017 - R 225

REYNECKE 2013 - R 195

An abundance of plums, with faint black pepper, a hint of
bacon and cigar box aromas in the background. Good tannin
structure and ample ripe fruit flavours.

Uplifting bright sweet aromas dominate the nose followed by
subtle notes of the fynbos, pepper, and spice. Red fruit with
on the palate with a fine, spicy structure.
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Red Blends
DU TOITSKLOOF TUNNEL SWEET RED - R 105
A fruity red wine packed with ripe, rich flavour.

PAUL WALLACE 2009 – CRACKERJACK
- R 420

KWV CANVAS 2017 - R 485

Wafts of black fruits, ark chocolate and a hint of clove.
Velvety, smooth entry with superb fruit concentration.

Layered aromas of plum, raspberry, and dark chocolate. On
the palate, flavours of cassis and cinnamon combined with
sweet tannins.

BEYERSKLOOF CAB/MERLOT 2017
- R 175

HPF KLEINBOET - R 275
Five varietal Bordeaux-blend with an intense palate and bold
structure with dark fruit, fynbos and spice on the palate.

SKANGHOEK CAMERCA
- R 130 (R40 PER GLASS)

Blackcurrant and oaky characters on the palate. Medium
bodied with firm ripe tannins, good acidity, and a firm
structure.

DIEMERSDAL - PRIVATE COLLECTION
- R 220

Subtle spiciness and ripe blackberry flavours on nose,
followed by juicy red fruit on palate.

Dark chocolate and cedar aromas on the nose followed by
blackberry jam, cherry, and cassis. Robust, sweet tannins
with red fruit, oak and vanilla flavours.

RUPERT AND ROTHCHILD CLASSIQUE - R 330

HARTENBERG THE MEGAN 2016 - R 215

Alluring plush black fruits, earthy notes and pencil shavings
followed by a layered complexity. The smooth, silky texture
sustains spice, tea leaves nuances and dark chocolate.

Karoo shrub and spicy notes in the bouquet. Creamy
and juicy mid-palate bursting with flavour and a moreish,
lingering aftertaste.

MEERLUST RUBICON 2016 - R 615

TOURIGA NACIONAL BERGSIG 2013
- R 330

Exotic aromas of plum, sandalwood and perfume with a
touch of vanilla. Dark fruit flavour of cassis and mulberry with
a medium bodied palate.

BEYERSKLOOF SYNERGY 2017
- R 210 (65 PER GLASS)
An abundance of black fruit upon entry leads to a big, juicy
middle with soft, well-rounded tannins.

ALCHEMY 2017 - R 160
Ripe mulberry and blackcurrant on the nose with hints of
violets and spiciness on the nose. Rich, elegant palate with
fleshly tannins and well-balanced acidity.

DEETLEFS FAMILIE 2014 - R 685
Complex nose with blackberry, blackcurrant, prune, liquorice,
cedar, cloves, and coffee bean. Ripe, refined tannins, with an
excellent balance between fruit and oak.

It is a lovely deep red wine with a black berry and floral nose.
An intensely fruity palate with soft tannins.

WELGEMEEND AMADE 2012 - R 195
A distinctive crimson colour that bursts with aromas of white
pepper, ripe plums, black cherries, subtle leather-earthy
flavours and finishes off with bold tastes of plum and spice.

NEDERBURG MOTORCYCLE MARVEL 2015
- R 355
A rich and intense, full-bodied wine with ripe and silky
tannins. Excellent integration of fruit and wood with a hint of
spice.
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Merlot

Viogner

SLANGHOEK - R 150 (R45 PER GLASS)

LOURENSFORD VIOGNIER 2015 - R 380

Full-bodied with delicate pepper and spicy notes, and
forthcoming blackberry and plum flavours on palate.

Aromas of jasmine and lavender, grapefruit dried apricots
and white peach. Quince and white peach on the palate with
traces of lemon butter, nutmeg and ginger.

DIEMERSDAL - R 220
Fruity and spicy tones on the nose with mouth filling fruit
flavours. Hints of cedar wood, mint and spice follow through
on the palate.

LABORIE - R 150

RIETVALLEI SHIRAZ PETIT - R 480
Verdot Viogner Berry fruit, ground pepper, spice, and
peach on the nose. The palate is filled with berries, peppery
spice, and toasted oak flavours that are well integrated.

Aromas of raspberry, black olive, crushed herbs and cigar box.
Prominent tannin structure with hints if sweet, cedary oak on
the palate.

HARTENBERG - R350
Red fruit, dried plum and cranberries on the nose with hints
of mint and dried herbs. Elegant palate with silky tannins and
an elegant long finish.

Sparkling Wines

REMHOOGTE (ASPECT) - R 380

MOËT - R 1 820

The nose carries ripe currents, cherries and plums backed
by white pepper and cedar. The palate is full and juicy with
polished tannins and a lively acidity.

PONGRACZ BRUT - R 175

LA BRI - R 290

JC LE DOMAIN - R 170

This Merlot has a rich garnet colour. The nose is a complex
mix of fresh cherries, nutmeg and cedar oak. A juicy, fresh
yummy palate with soft integrated tannins.

JC LE FLEURETTE NON-ALCOHOLIC - R 170

HPF POSMEESTER - R 185

JOHN B - R 190

An elegant Merlot offering fresh fruit and generous
drinkability.

AVONDALE ARMILLA - R 420

JC LE FLEURETTE - R 170

JC LE CHANSON - R 170

ZONIN PROSECCO BRUT - R 325
LOURENSFORD METHODE
CAP CLASSIQUE 2015 - R 385

Cabernet Franc
HPF SWARTSKAAP - R 455
European in style, offering nuances of black olive, generous
fruit and fynbos spice.

RIETVALLEI JMB 2015 - R 480
Expressive aromas of blackcurrant, plums, pencil shavings
and oak. Blackcurrant and plum persists on the palate,
complimented by toasty oak flavours.

